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Abstract
The nucleation mechanism of protein folding, originally proposed by Baldwin in the early
1970s, was firstly observed by Shakhnovich and co-workers two decades later in the context of
Monte Carlo simulations of a simple lattice model. At about the same time the extensive use of
φ-value analysis provided the first experimental evidence that the folding of
Chymotrypsin-inhibitor 2, a small single-domain protein, which folds with two-state kinetics, is
also driven by a nucleation mechanism. Since then, the nucleation mechanism is generally
considered the most common form of folding mechanism amongst two-state proteins. However,
recent experimental data has put forward the idea that this may not necessarily be so, since the
accuracy of the experimentally determined φ values, which are used to identify the critical
(i.e. nucleating) residues, is typically poor. Here, we provide a survey of in silico results on the
nucleation mechanism, ranging from simple lattice Monte Carlo to more sophisticated
off-lattice molecular dynamics simulations, and discuss them in light of experimental data.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
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1. Introduction

Understanding protein folding, the self-assembly process
according to which a linear chain of amino acids acquires
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its three-dimensional native (i.e. biologically functional)
structure, remains a challenging problem despite more than 70
years of dedicated research [1, 2].

In the 1960s Anfinsen and co-workers performed a series
of in vitro experiments which showed that some chemically
denaturated proteins are able to spontaneously refold to their
respective native conformations. This observation led to the
formulation of the so-called thermodynamic hypothesis of
protein folding, according to which the native state is the global
minimum of the Gibbs free energy [3]. But how do proteins
find this native state? In other words, what is the mechanism
of protein folding?

As pointed out by Levinthal, in what was to become
widely known as the ‘Levinthal paradox’, a random search
of the entire conformational space is not compatible with
the timescale of protein folding [4]; therefore, a smarter
mechanism must guide an unfolded polypeptide chain in the
search for its native conformation. Solving the mechanism
of protein folding is—since the late 1960s—a problem of
paramount importance in the field of protein science, but
unravelling its solution has been far from straightforward.
In part, this difficulty is due to the fact that proteins do
not appear to fold by means of a unique mechanism, and
over the years several phenomenological models have been
proposed for protein folding [4, 5, 7, 13, 16, 17]. Levinthal
himself suggested that protein folding would be speeded up by
what he termed ‘nucleation points’, local interactions between
the amino acids that form rapidly and in a stable manner,
allowing the subsequent formation of larger structural elements
that eventually undergo further assembly to yield the native
structure [4]. Implicit in Levinthal’s suggestion was the core
idea of what later became known as the framework model,
which envisions protein folding as an hierarchical process,
where the formation of hydrogen-bonded secondary structural
elements (e.g. α-helices and β-sheets) precedes the formation
of the tertiary structure [5, 6]. The diffusion–collision model—
also proposed in the 1970s—pictures a different scenario for
folding by assuming that an essential part of the process are
the diffusive encounters (i.e. collisions) between metastable
regions of the structure which result in more stable coalescence
intermediates [7].

In the early 1990s Jackson and Fersht provided
experimental evidence that the folding kinetics of small
(<100 amino acids), single-domain proteins—epitomized by
the 64-residue protein Chymotrypsin-inhibitor 2 (CI2)—is
remarkably well described by a two-state model [8, 9]. This
observation suggests that the only relevant milestones along
the folding reaction are the native state (N) and the denatured
(D) ensemble, separated by a free energy barrier on the
top of which lies the transition state (TS). The absence of
significantly populated intermediate species is compatible with
the hypothesis that a kinetic mechanism akin to the nucleation-
growth mechanism of first-order phase transitions in infinite
systems [10, 11] is at play in the folding of small proteins.

Although a model for folding as being limited by
nucleation had been originally proposed by Baldwin and co-
workers in the early 1970s [12] (instead of being initiated as
in the models of Levinthal [4] and Wetlaufer [5]), it was only

in the 1990s that Shakhnovich and co-workers reported the
first detailed microscopic study, developed in the framework
of Monte Carlo simulations of a simple lattice model, which
supports the hypothesis of a nucleation mechanism being at
the heart of the folding process [13]. However, contrary to
the earlier models where nucleating events initiate folding,
the MC investigation revealed a picture of the folding process
that is instead limited by nucleation, a scenario that was
originally proposed by Baldwin and co-workers [6]. Indeed,
Shakhnovich and co-workers observed that in the folding of
the lattice polymer, the rate limiting step is the formation
of a specific set of native contacts (which are predominantly
long-ranged), termed folding nucleus (FN), after which the
native fold is achieved promptly and reproducibly. From this
point onwards, the study of the folding mechanism became
inextricably linked with that of the transition state.

Shortly after Shakhnovich’s discovery, the extensive use
of a protein engineering method termed ‘φ-value analysis’
provided the first microscopic characterization of the structure
of the TS of CI2 [18, 19]. Briefly, the φ value is obtained by
measuring the effect of a single-site mutation on the folding
rate and stability, namely, φ = −RT ln(kmut/kWT)/��GN−D,
where kmut and kWT are the folding rates of the mutant and
wild-type (WT) proteins, respectively, and ��GN−D is the
change in the free energy of folding upon mutation. For a
non-disruptive mutation, which is intended to cause a small
perturbation, −RT ln(kmut/kWT) can be approximated by the
change in the activation energy of folding, ��GTS−D, and
therefore φ = ��GTS−D/��GN−D. Likewise, for two-
state folding proteins, a φ value near unity means that the
TS is energetically perturbed upon mutation as much as the
native state is perturbed, which has been typically interpreted
as if the mutated residue is fully native (i.e. has all its native
interactions established) in the TS. On the other hand, a φ
value near zero is taken as evidence that the residue is as
unstructured in the TS as it is in the denatured ensemble. The
traditional interpretation of fractional φ values is, however, not
straightforward as they might indicate the existence of multiple
folding pathways or a unique transition state ensemble (TSE)
with genuinely weakened interactions [18]. Moreover, the
interpretation of the so-called nonclassical φ values (φ > 1 and
φ < 0) is not straightforward as well and alternative models for
φ have been recently proposed [20].

According to Fersht and co-workers, the picture of the TS
that emerges from the φ-value analysis is compatible with CI2
folding via a nucleation mechanism similar to that reported
for lattice proteins. The lack of tertiary structure in the TS
of CI2 was taken as evidence that secondary and tertiary
structures form concomitantly in a process that is triggered by
the formation of the FN, a set of local interactions stabilized
by a few long-range interactions which are mainly associated
with the residues displaying the highest φ values. Such a
process was coined the nucleation–condensation mechanism
of protein folding [21]. Subsequent studies, focusing on
other target proteins, have provided further evidence that the
nucleation mechanism is common amongst small, two-state
proteins [22–24].

A few years ago a couple of studies that investigated the
relationship between φ-value reliability and the change in the
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Figure 1. Protein models used in simulations of protein folding in order of increasing complexity representation. The simple (cubic) lattice
model (left) is a generic protein representation displaying the fundamental features of the protein backbone (chain connectivity,
excluded-volume, etc). Each bead represents one of the 20 existing amino acids that are connected by sticks representing the peptide bond.
The C-α model (centre) is the simplest off-lattice representation. As the lattice model it is also a coarse-grained description of the protein that
reduces each amino acid to a sphere catered in the position of each Cα carbon. However, it is a more realistic representation of the protein that
not only takes into account the polymeric nature of the protein backbone but also features the specific three-dimensional native structure of the
protein. Finally, in the full atomistic off-lattice representation (right) all the heavy atoms of the protein are explicitly taken into account.
Figures drawn with Mathematica (left) and PyMOL [86].

free energy of folding upon mutation reported that the accuracy
of the experimentally determined φ values is poor unless
��GN−D > 7 kJ mol−1 [25]. A subsequent investigation in
silico established a baseline for ��GN−D of 6 kJ mol−1 [26],
while the most recent account of this issue reported a smaller
baseline of 5 kJ mol−1 [27]. In a related study, Raleigh
and Plaxco pointed out that only three out of the 125 more
accurately determined φ values reported in the literature lie
above 0.8, and that about 85% of the mutations characterized
for single-domain proteins show φ values below 0.6 [28].
Overall, these findings have triggered some debate regarding
the existence of specific nucleation sites in real proteins, and
likewise on the existence of a nucleation mechanism of protein
folding.

Since Shakhnovich’s pioneering study on the nucleation
mechanism, the continuous increase of computing power
has been allowing researchers to simulate folding with more
sophisticated and more realistic protein representations, which
led to new views, interpretations and to a deeper understanding
of the nature of nucleation phenomena in protein folding. The
purpose of the present review is that of making an assessment
of those investigations in light of related experimental data.

We start by making a brief overview of the models
and computational methodologies used to simulate folding in
the computer. We then review and discuss a selection of
computational results. We start with Monte Carlo simulations
of lattice models, which deal with the fundamental principles
of the mechanism of folding, and we proceed by discussing
the nucleation mechanism of specific real-world proteins,
for which more sophisticated off-lattice models have been
employed. Finally, we draw some concluding remarks.

2. Protein models: a primer

In this section we provide a brief description of the most
relevant protein models used in simulations of protein folding.
Extensive accounts of the selected models and simulational
methods can be found in [29–34].

2.1. The lattice model

The lattice model is one of the most commonly used protein
representations in simulations of protein folding (figure 1,
left). In the lattice model the three-dimensional space is
discretized by embedding the protein in a lattice (two- or three-
dimensional) and a coarse-grained description of the molecule
is considered, which is often referred to as the ‘bead & stick’
representation. Indeed, in its simplest form, the lattice model
reduces the amino acids to beads of uniform size and the
peptide bond, which covalently connects the amino acids along
the polypeptide chain, is represented by sticks of uniform
length, corresponding to the lattice spacing. Despite their
simplicity lattice models take into account two fundamental
traits of protein molecules, namely chain connectivity and
excluded-volume interactions. Protein energetics is modelled
via the so-called contact Hamiltonian, which defines the
energy of each conformation (i.e. the two- or three-dimensional
representation of the protein that is defined by the set of bead
coordinates) as the sum over all the pairs of amino acids that
make a contact (i.e. that are separated by a lattice spacing but
are not covalently linked) in the considered conformation. The
energy interaction parameters are typically drawn either from
the Gō potential [35] or from the Miyazawa–Jernigan (MJ)
potential [36]. The Gō potential is based on the idea that the
native fold is very well optimized energetically. Likewise,
the only contacts that contribute to the system’s energy are
those present in the native conformation. Thus the Gō
potential is ultraspecific; it is defined by the native structure,
and because of that it is particularly adequate to simulate
the folding of proteins with minimal energetic frustration
(i.e. smooth energy landscapes). The MJ potential, on the other
hand, is a sequence-specific potential as it considers the 20
naturally occurring amino acids and establishes 20×20 energy
parameters for the interactions between them. In this case the
native structure does not uniquely determine the energy of a
conformation and a protein sequence, with a fixed chemical
composition, must be designed in order to have the native
structure as the global energy minimum [37]. Moreover, when
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the MJ parameters are used to model protein energetics the
non-native contacts also contribute to the system’s total energy.

Another possibility, which is most often used in
combination with the two-dimensional lattice model, is that of
the hydrophobic-polar (HP) potential [38]. The HP model is
intended to capture a major driving force of protein folding
which is the hydrophobic effect. Thus, only two species
of amino acids—hydrophobic and hydrophilic (or polar)—
are considered and the only stabilizing contacts are those
between the hydrophobic residues. Finally, sometimes, the
energy interaction parameters are taken as random values with
a Gaussian distribution [39].

In simulations of protein folding using the lattice model
the exploration of conformational space is done with Monte
Carlo (MC) methods. Most often the classical Metropolis
algorithm [40] is employed, and the movement of the protein
is mimicked with the Verdier–Stockmayer move set [41],
including end- and corner-flip moves, or the kink-jump move
set which also includes ‘crank-shaft’ moves that displace two
beads simultaneously [42].

2.2. The off-lattice Cα model

The Cα model is the simplest continuous (i.e. off-lattice)
protein representation that is constructed on the basis of the
protein’s crystal structure, generally downloadable from the
protein databank (PDB) (figure 1, centre). The Cα model is—
like the lattice model—a coarse-grained representation of the
protein backbone that reduces each amino acid to a single bead
of uniform radius centred in the position of its Cα carbon. The
potential energy of a conformation contains bond interactions
and angle interactions, routinely used in molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of biopolymers, which guarantee the rigidity
of the protein’s backbone. The interaction between residues
(the so-called non-bonded terms) is typically modelled with
a Gō-type interaction energy, based on a van der Waals
potential [43, 99, 44], although other energy potentials have
been employed [45]. Therefore, attractive interactions are
assigned only to the native contacts, and hard-core repulsive
(excluded-volume) interactions are assigned to the non-native
ones. Contrary to what happens in the lattice representation,
where a contact between two beads is accurately defined by
the lattice spacing, in the Cα representation a contact between
a pair of beads is always defined with a certain degree of
arbitrariness, which naturally represents a shortcoming of the
model. Indeed, simulation results are sensitive to the choice
of the contact cutoff distance employed [43, 45]. In the Cα

model the solvent is often modelled by means of an implicit
(continuum) approach [43, 44]. Most generally, a random
force, which balances energy dissipation through a Langevin
noise term, is used to mimic water–protein collisions. Dynamic
information on the folding process is obtained by integrating
the equations of motion for each Cα atom.

2.3. Full atomistic models

In a full atomistic model all of the protein’s heavy atoms are
taken into account (figure 1, right). The solvent representation
can be implemented either implicitly or explicitly. In the full
atomistic representation the potential energy of the protein

(the so-called force field in the jargon of MD) comprises
the standard bonded terms together with electrostatic, van
der Waals, hydrogen bonding and other intermolecular forces
considered at the atomic level. Since the MD approach can
entail a level of detail capable of describing the fully atomistic
structure of a solvated protein it is an appropriate method to
reproduce ‘in silico’ the protein folding ‘reaction’. However,
due to limitations of timescale and force field accuracy
it remains a challenging task to simulate protein folding
with MD. Nevertheless, the development in recent years of
alternative simulation algorithms (e.g. ensemble dynamics)
combined with world-wide distributed computing has allowed
simulators to access timescales comparable to those observed
experimentally, making it possible to compare in an absolute
manner experimental and simulated data [48, 46, 47].

An alternative methodology was proposed a few years
ago by Shakhnovich and co-workers that combines a
coarse-grained description of motion and energetics with a
full atomistic description of the protein (where all non-
hydrogen heavy atoms are represented by spheres of different
radii) [54, 50]. Conformational space is explored with
Metropolis MC by means of a local move set that mimics
side-chain and backbone torsions while maintaining chain
connectivity, planar peptide bonds and excluded-volume.
Protein energetics is described by means of a square well Gō-
potential. This hybrid all-atom approach has the advantage of
allowing the exploration of a statistically significant number of
folding trajectories with standard computational resources.

3. The nucleation mechanism: general principles
from lattice models

3.1. The specific nucleus model

In their seminal work, Shakhnovich and co-workers explored
the existence of nucleation phenomena in simple lattice models
(36- and 80-mers on the cubic lattice with interaction energies
drawn from the MJ potential). The starting point of their
investigation is the concept of a folding nucleus (FN) defined
as ‘a set of contacts that satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) formation of a nucleus is a sufficient condition for folding;
i.e. after a set of contacts that constitutes the nucleus is
formed, the subsequent folding is guaranteed and is very
fast. (ii) Formation of a nucleus is a necessary condition
for folding; i.e. the pattern of contacts corresponding to the
nucleus is always present in prefolding conformations when the
number of native contacts is relatively small, but subsequent
folding is very fast’ [13]. Implicit in this definition is the idea
of a ‘postcritical nucleus’, i.e. the first stable structures that
appear immediately after the transition state is overcome [56].
However, as pointed out by the authors, such a postcritical
nucleus will only differ from the one forming in the TS by a
few kBT . In practice, the nucleus thus defined was identified
as being the set of native contacts which are common to all
conformations with a fraction of native contacts Q smaller
than 0.6 (i.e. which have less than 60% of its native contacts
formed), and that fold very fast, in about 1% of the total
folding time (i.e. the number of MC steps needed to achieve the
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Figure 2. The specific set of native contacts forming the FN of a
lattice model system. Reprinted (in part) with permission from [13].
Copyright 1994 American Chemical Society.

native state starting from a randomly unfolded conformation).
These contacts form a spatially localized substructure of the
native state whose size is about 20% of the total number
of native contacts (figure 2). More interesting, however, is
the observation that the FN is predominantly formed by non-
local contacts (i.e. contacts between beads that are far away
from each other in the sequence), which partly explains the
cooperative character [14] of the folding transition [15, 51–53].
Of note is the observation that the position of the nucleus
(i.e. the location of its residues along the protein sequence)
was found to be the same for all the three non-homologous
sequences studied (that were nevertheless designed to fold to
the same native structure), which suggests a major role played
by the native structure in the determination of the FN.

3.2. The multiple nuclei model

The multiple nuclei model was proposed by Thirumalai and
Klimov in 1998, based on extensive MC folding simulations
of 27- and 36-mers on the cubic lattice. The interaction
potential used to model the interactions between beads was
sequence-specific with the energy parameters were drawn from
a Gaussian distribution [55]. In their study, the FN is defined
as the minimal set of native contacts which (i) are stable—
meaning that once they form they stay formed until the native
state is reached and (ii) results in rapid assembly of the
native conformation. Condition (ii) implies that the formation
of the nucleus is rate-limiting, which results in the nucleus
being identified with the folding TS. Condition (i), however,
leads to a completely different nucleation scenario from that
described previously. Indeed, by systematically exploring
the dynamics of native contact formation during folding
Klimov and Thirumalai found out that their adopted definition
does not specify a unique/single FN for a given protein
sequence. Instead, depending on the initial conformation,
many nuclei—differing in size and composition—can be
identified, suggesting that the TS does not correspond to a
unique conformation but that it contains many conformations
forming a transition state ensemble (TSE). Furthermore,
different protein sequences display different folding nuclei. As
in the single nucleus model, the folding nuclei are formed by
local and non-local contacts, but in the multiple nuclei model
the local contacts are predominant in the FN.

3.3. Nucleation and transition state heterogeneity

The two computational studies briefly summarized reveal
sharply different views of the nucleation mechanism and of
the folding TS. In principle, this is not surprising because they
are based on significantly different definitions of FN. But of
the two proposed views, which is the one that most correctly
describes the folding mechanism of real-world proteins? The
answer to this question is that both models may be correct.
Indeed, in vitro investigations on the structure of the TS,
based on the use of ψ-value analysis—a variant of φ-value
analysis developed by Sosnick and colleagues [58]—have
shown that essentially two classes of TS heterogeneity can
be identified. As discussed in [59, 58] folding may occur
via a single TS nucleus (as in the case of protein Ub), or
via a TS ensemble (TSE) which contains structurally disjoint
members, corresponding to distinct and multiple folding nuclei
(as in the case of the dimeric GCN4 coiled coil and titin I27).
Furthermore, two variations of the single-nucleus model can
be distinguished: either there is a group of contacts which are
absolutely required in a given nucleus (single-nucleus model)
or there is a group of contacts which are critical for the FN
but different groups of structures may as well exist at the TS
(single nucleus with microscopic heterogeneity) (figure 3).

3.4. Non-native interactions and the nucleation mechanism

Understanding the role played by non-native interactions in the
energetics and dynamics of protein folding is a major issue in
protein folding research, and has motivated several computa-
tional investigations during the last decade [60, 61, 67–70].

The observation that for many small proteins folding is
cooperative and two-state does not preclude the establishment
of non-native interactions between the amino acids, especially
when the protein is still only partially folded [70]. Thus,
it is important to understand the way(s) in which non-native
interactions affect the whole process, and in particular the
folding TS.

The relation between non-native interactions and the
nucleation mechanism was firstly explored by Shakhnovich
and co-workers within the scope of a cubic lattice model
with side chains (the explicit representation of side chains is
intended to capture packing effects) [62]. In this study the
FN is defined as the set of contacts forming with probability,
p, larger than 0.5 in the ensemble of conformations folding
in 2% of the total folding time, and with the fraction of
native contacts Q = 0.41 [57]. Clearly, this definition of
FN underpins the model of a single nucleus with microscopic
heterogeneity. Indeed, only 20% of the contacts identified as
being part of the FN form with very high probability p ∼ 0.8.
More interesting, however, is the observation that 45% of the
nucleus contacts are non-native and predominantly non-local.
When these contacts were simultaneously mutated (through
the destabilization of their interaction energies) a threefold
deceleration was observed in the folding rate, with no change
in the stability of the native state (as indicated by similar values
of the melting temperatures for both mutant and WT protein).
This finding shows that specific non-native interactions may
have an important effect in stabilizing the folding TS, without
changing the stability of the native structure, which may
explain the origin of nonclassical φ values.
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Figure 3. Classes of TS heterogeneity. Folding may occur through a single TS nucleus (left) where some residues are absolutely required for
folding (dark grey beads), some residues are completely unfolded (white boxes) and others have partially formed interactions in the TS (light
grey beads). Folding may also occur via a structurally heterogeneous TS (middle). In this case the ensemble of conformations forming the TS
has different contacts formed but they share a group of conserved residues that is the FN (single nucleus with microscopic heterogeneity).
Finally, folding may also occur through distinct folding nuclei (multiple nuclei model). Adapted from figure 12 in [58].

3.5. The folding probability as a TSE locator

The concept of folding probability, Pfold, was introduced by Du
et al [63], and further explored by Snow and Pande [64], as a
way to understand and describe protein folding kinetics. It is
equivalent to the standard transmission coefficient in Eyring’s
TS theory of chemical kinetics [49]. In operational terms the
Pfold of a given conformation is defined as the probability
that a given conformation folds before it unfolds. Thus,
while conformations with Pfold = 1 define the native state,
conformations with Pfold ∼ 0 are representative of the unfolded
ensemble. Also, from its definition it follows that Pfold is a
measure of the kinetic distance between a given conformation
and the folded state or the unfolded ensemble. Clearly, any
state with Pfold > 0.5 is more likely to fold first than to unfold
first and is therefore kinetically closer to the folded state. A
similar argument holds for Pfold < 0.5. The case of Pfold = 0.5
is more interesting. Since a conformation with Pfold = 0.5 has
an equal probability to either fold or unfold it is reasonable to
define the ensemble of conformations with Pfold = 0.5 as the
TSE (figure 4).

Since the evaluation of Pfold amounts to a Bernoulli trial,
the relative error resulting from using M runs in the calculation
of Pfold scales as M−1/2. Therefore, to obtain an accurate
estimate of Pfold a very large number of simulation runs should
be considered. While this requirement generally poses no
challenge in the case of simple MC lattice simulations (for
which a substantially large number of folding simulations
can be obtained in a relatively short amount of time), some
difficulty arises when off-lattice models are used to simulate
folding. Thus, and in an attempt to bypass this problem, the
suitability of alternative measures of folding progression has
been investigated. In particular, it was recently reported that
for proteins that fold by a simple two-state mechanism the φ
values of the TSE predicted by structural reaction coordinates,
such as the fraction of native contacts Q, are almost identical
to those of the TSE based on the use of Pfold [65]. These
results are thus suggestive that, for proteins with smooth energy
landscapes, the fraction of native contacts can provide a good
approximation to Pfold and therefore it can also be used to
locate the TS and to probe the progress of the folding reaction.
We stress, however, that a recent study that investigated the

Figure 4. The free energy profile of a protein whose folding kinetics
is two-state. The native state is separated from the unfolded
ensemble by a free energy barrier on the top of which stays the TS.
By definition of folding probability, conformations on the top of the
free energy barrier have an equal probability to fold and unfold. On
the other hand, pre-TS conformations have Pfold < 0.5 while for
post-TS conformations Pfold > 0.5.

energy landscape of an exactly solvable model of a small β-
hairpin with 12 residues has refuted the suitability of Pfold and
Q as reaction coordinates for folding and, in particular, their
suitability as TS locators [66].

3.6. The importance of native geometry in determining the
nucleation mechanism

In the late 1990s Plaxco and Baker provided empirical
evidence for a major role played by native geometry in protein
folding kinetics [71]. Indeed, a strong correlation was found
between a parameter of native geometry named contact order—
measuring the average sequence separation between all pairs
of residues in contact in the native structure relative to the total
length of the protein—and the folding rates of small, two-state
proteins. The following studies using related metrics of native
geometry further strengthened the idea that native geometry
plays a key role in folding [72].
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Figure 5. The FN for the Gō model (left), for sequence 1 (centre) and for sequence 2 (right), is the set of nine, ten and eight contacts,
respectively. Beads pertaining to the FN whose number along the sequence is less than 12 are coloured in blue (dark grey) and those whose
number along the sequence is larger than 26 are coloured in red (light grey) (bottom). Adapted from figure 6 in [79].

A circular permutant is an engineered form of a protein
which results from linking the C- and N-termini after
disrupting the protein backbone at some selected peptide bond.
While this rather radical mutation procedure typically leads to
minimal changes of the WT native structure and energetics,
it can alter chain connectivity and contact order up to a large
extent. It is therefore a clever procedure to evaluate the roles
played by native geometry in folding kinetics and mechanisms.
Based on this premise, Li and Shakhnovich [73] constructed
two circular permutants of the lattice protein with side chains
described previously. One of them cuts the backbone at the
FN, while the other cuts the backbone in a region unrelated
to the TS. It was found that the latter retains the FN, but in
the former a new nucleus is formed that results in a slower
folding kinetics. This observation led to the conclusion that
the native structure of a protein does not completely determine
the FN, and that a significant change in backbone connectivity
can move the FN from one region to another.

The change in FN upon circular permutation has been
observed in investigations with real-world proteins (src-SH3
and protein S6) [74–76], although it is not generic (e.g. CI2
was shown to retain the FN upon circular permutation [77]).
These observations have been rationalized on the basis of the
relative amount of local and long-ranged native contacts in
the unperturbed TS. More precisely if—just like in CI2—the
nucleating contacts are mostly local and uniformly distributed
over the native fold, significant changes are not expected upon
shifting of the sequence over the structure. If, in contrast, the
formation of the TS involves the establishment of specific non-
local, long-ranged contacts, as in complex native geometries
like src-SH3, then changing the chain connectivity in those
regions is expected to have a much more dramatic impact in
the formation of the TSE [78].

3.7. The importance of protein sequence in determining the
nucleation mechanism

In a recent study we have determined the folding nuclei
displayed by three different protein sequences that fold to the
same native structure on the cubic lattice [79]. In one of
the sequences the interactions between beads were modelled
with the Gō potential, while the MJ interaction parameters
were used for the other two model sequences which display
specific amino acid contents. Therefore, in one case the FN is
exclusively ascribable to the native geometry while in the other

two cases the interplay between native geometry and stability
(i.e. energetics) establishes and drives a nucleation pattern.

We define the FN as the set of most probable native
contacts formed in the ensemble of conformations which are
separated from the native conformation as far away as possible
in time, and yet fold with high folding probability, Pfold � 0.9,
and rapidly (in less than 5% of the total folding time). Based
on this definition three different folding nuclei were identified,
one for each considered model sequence (figure 5, top). This
diversity in folding nuclei results from using the MJ potential
which biases the nucleation pattern towards the lowest energy
(i.e. most stable) interactions. Nevertheless, the MJ nuclei
share up to 33% of their native contacts with the Gō nucleus,
and these common contacts are mostly determined by the
native geometry. Indeed, their average energy is 25% higher
than the average energy of the remaining contacts in the nuclei
but they form with equally very high probability. Furthermore,
we have observed that independently of protein sequence the
beads forming the three folding nuclei are distributed along the
protein chain in a very similar way (i.e. they occupy similar
regions of the chain) (figure 5, bottom). As a consequence,
the nucleation mechanism comprises the coalescence of two
separated parts of the protein chain, which happens through
the establishment of the long-range interactions corresponding
to the non-local contacts that are common to all the three
nuclei. These results are suggestive that the native geometry
determines the distribution of the FN along the protein chain,
but the specific location of nucleating residues is modulated by
protein sequence.

3.8. Folding nucleus and the structure of the TS

In their influential work on the folding mechanism of CI2,
Fersht and co-workers considered the FN as ‘the best formed
part of the native structure in the TS’ [19], suggesting a
relation between the kinetic relevance of a residue and its
degree of nativeness (i.e. the extent to which the residue is in
its native environment) in the TS. We have recently explored
this relation in the context of MC simulations of simple Gō
model systems with different native geometries [80]. The
adopted strategy was as follows: (i) determine the set of
residues that lead to the largest increase in folding time upon
mutation via a simulational proxy of the φ-value analysis, and
assume that these residues (and associated contacts) constitute
the FN, (ii) determine the TS as the ensemble of fast folding
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conformations with Pfold = 1/2 and investigate the degree of
nativeness of the putative nucleating residues in the TSE and
(iii) determine the FN via the Pfold reaction coordinate as the
set of native contacts (and associated residues) that exhibit the
most dramatic changes between pre- (Pfold = 0.05) and true-
TS conformations [83]. Results from (i) and (iii) show that the
identification of the FN via the Pfold reaction coordinate agrees
with the identification of the FN carried out with the mutational
analysis. The overlap observed between the folding nuclei
determined by both methodologies is particularly stronger
for the native geometry dominated by non-local, long-range
contacts. This is possibly a direct consequence of its smaller
conformational plasticity (i.e. small number of alternative
folding pathways accessible to the mutant), which makes it
a more suitable target for φ-value analysis [81]. However,
we have observed a very frail relation between the kinetic
relevance of a residue and its degree of nativeness in the
TSE. Indeed, the vast majority of the nucleating residues have
all its native contacts formed in the TSE with a very small
probability. As in [84] these findings suggest that the φ value
correlates with the acceleration/deceleration of folding induced
by mutation, rather than with the degree of nativeness of the
TS.

4. The nucleation mechanism of specific proteins
explored with off-lattice models

It is clear from the previous section that simple lattice models
are extremely valuable tools to explore protein folding at a
fundamental level. However, they are of no use in studies
focused on specific proteins, which necessarily require more
realistic representations. In this case off-lattice models, using
the crystal structure of the protein as their basic input, are
usually employed to explore folding. Also, since the lattice
representation is a natural ‘environment’ to observe nucleation
phenomena (e.g. formation of specific contacts), it is important
to evaluate the universality of the nucleation mechanism by
exploring the folding process beyond the lattice model. More
precisely, it is important to investigate if a mechanism based
on the formation of specific contacts is exclusive of the lattice
representation, or if it is also observed off-lattice, where other
mechanisms can a priori drive folding. The goal of this section
is that of trying to provide an answer to this question by making
an analysis of off-lattice computational studies addressing the
nucleation mechanism. We stress, however, that this is not
intended to be a comprehensive account. Rather, the proteins
selected are preferentially those that have been studied by more
that one research group, and by means of different models and
methodologies, and also for which experimental data has been
reported.

4.1. Acylphosphatase

A few years ago Vendruscolo and co-workers proposed a
method to probe TS conformations that uses experimentally
determined φ values as input data in off-lattice simulations
of protein unfolding [85]. Since then it has been
extensively used to investigate the TS of several target
proteins [87, 88, 100, 93–95, 91, 97, 106].

The method’s basic assumption is that the φ value
of a residue can be interpreted as the fraction of native
contacts it forms in a particular conformation of the TSE. The
method’s rationale is that by simultaneously constraining each
simulational φ value, φsim, to its experimentally determined
counterpart, φexp, an ensemble of conformations can be
generated that corresponds to the folding TSE. In practice this
idea is implemented by adding an extra energy term, which has
typically the form of an harmonic restraint, (φexp − φsim)2, to
the protein’s energy. Briefly, the sampling procedure consists
in driving the protein from its native conformation to one
in which the restraints are satisfied (an extensive and very
detailed account of the method, emphasizing its advantages
and limitations, can be found in [87]).

The ‘restraints method’ was originally applied to study
the TS of protein acylphosphatase (AcP) together with MC
unfolding simulations of a coarse-grained Cα Gō model. AcP
is a 98-residue protein, with an α/β architecture, which folds
slowly with two-state kinetics. By using the whole set of
experimentally determined φ values [89] as restraints, as well
as many different subsets of the latter, it was found that
only three out of the 24 φexps are sufficient to determine
the TS of AcP. Indeed, a very high correlation (R = 0.86)
between φexp and φsim was obtained when only the largest
φexp (Y11, P54 and F94) were used are restraints in the
unfolding simulations (figure 6, top). Interestingly, this very
result was subsequently confirmed in the context of MD
simulations of a full atomistic model with an implicit solvent
representation [90]. These investigations suggested a new
definition for FN, namely that the FN is the minimal set of
experimentally determined φvalues required for finding the
TS. In AcP the residues forming the nucleus establish a large
number of native interactions in the TS—which are mainly
long-ranged—and are enough to determine the overall fold
of the protein. In other words, the members of the TSE
have the same overall topology than the native structure, and
the latter is determined by the FN. Subsequent studies by
the same group have confirmed this observation for other
target proteins [91, 92]. In particular, the correlation between
their folding rates and the average contact order of their
TSE was similar to that found for the contact order of the
native state [92], which provides a mechanistic insight into the
empirical observation that native topology is a key determinant
of protein folding kinetics.

4.2. Chymotrypsin-inhibitor 2

Chymotrypsin-inhibitor 2, CI2, is a small protein with 64
amino acids arranged in an α-helix packed against six β-
strands, which form an hydrophobic core (figure 7). It
represents a paradigm for two-state protein folding kinetics,
and it is a classic example of the nucleation–condensation (NC)
mechanism of folding [21, 23].

By performing extensive φ-value analysis Itzhaki et al
[19] found a broad distribution of φ values (ranging from 0
to 1) for CI2. The vast majority of amino acids in CI2 display
φ values smaller than 0.5, and those for which φ � 0.5 are
exclusively localized in the α-helix. The β-strands 3 and 4
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Figure 6. Comparison of φexp (circles) and φsim (squares) when only
three experimentally determined φ values (marked with arrows) are
used as restraints in MC unfolding simulations of protein AcP (top).
The high correlation R = 0.86 between φexp and φsim suggests that
the three highest φ values are sufficient to determine the overall
structure of the TS. The native structure of AcP (1APS.pdb) where
the beads indicate the Cα carbons of residues with φexp > 0.5
(bottom). The Cα carbons of residues Y11, P54 and F94 are
indicated as red (dark grey) beads. These residues and the extensive
network of 28 long-range interactions they establish in the TS form
the FN of AcP. The top figure is reprinted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [85], copyright (2001). The
bottom figure was drawn with PyMOL [86].

display the higher φ values after the α-helix. The amino acid
A16 (φexp = 1.1), which establishes long-range interactions
with L49 (φexp = 0.5) and I57 (φexp = 0.1), was considered of
key importance in the folding of CI2.

Clementi and co-workers were amongst the first to explore
the folding mechanism of CI2 with MD simulations of an off-
lattice Cα model with protein energetics modelled by a Gō-
type potential [99]. The evaluation of φsim values was made
exclusively through free energy calculations. Furthermore,
instead of considering the mutation of each residue they
considered the mutation of each native contact (i.e. the
removal/destabilization of each single native interaction), so
that a φsim value was evaluated for each native contact.
The fraction of native contacts Q was used as the reaction
coordinate for folding and the TS was identified as the
ensemble of conformations having Q ∼ 0.5. By measuring
the probability of formation of each native interaction in the
TSE, it was found that the interactions formed with higher
probability were those within the α-helix, between β-strands 4
and 5, and also the interactions between residues 32, 38 and

50. The computation of φsim values revealed three regions
with φ value higher than 0.6, namely, the α-helix, the mini-
core defined by β-strands 3 and 4 (and their connecting loop)
and the regions between the C-terminus of β-strand 4 and the
N-terminus of β-strand 5. Thus, the in silico φ-value analysis
strengthens the importance of the α-helix, and of β-strands 3
and 4 in the folding of CI2. However, it is only for the α-helix
that a clear relation can be established between φexp and the
residue’s degree of nativeness in the TS.

In a subsequent study, Li and Shakhnovich [100] used
the ‘restraints method’, and 39 experimentally determined φ
values, in unfolding MC simulations of a full atomistic protein
model with interactions modelled by the Gō potential [54].
The goal was, of course, that of constructing an ensemble
of conformations representative of the TS of CI2. By
calculating the mean value of φsim relative to each element
of secondary structure it was concluded that the α-helix is the
most structured element of the TS (〈φsim〉 ∼ 0.4), followed by
β-strand 3 (〈φsim〉 ∼ 0.25) and β-strand 4 (〈φsim〉 ∼ 0.3).
Strands 1 and 6, on the other hand, showed 〈φsim〉 < 0.1,
which was taken as evidence that these regions of the native
fold are very little structured in the TS. Thus, this picture of the
TS essentially corroborates the experimental data and, to some
extent, the picture of the TS drawn by Clementi and colleagues.

Nevertheless, a rather interesting and perhaps surprising
result that came out of the all-atom investigation was that
the φ value of a residue does not necessarily translates the
residue’s kinetic significance. Li and Shakhnovich arrived at
this conclusion by measuring the folding probability, Pfold, of
two distinct classes of conformations. One such class was
characterized for having the α-helix disrupted, while in the
other one it was the β-strands 3 and 4 the structural elements
that were simultaneously disrupted. Since the helix has a
larger 〈φ〉 than the strands it might be expected to find a lower
average Pfold for the helix-disrupted conformations than for the
beta-disrupted ones. However, the result turned out to be the
other way round since the beta-disrupted states display a lower
folding probability. Thus, it seems that in the folding of CI2
the main nucleation sites are the β-strands 3 and 4, despite
their low 〈φexp〉.

Further evidence supporting a major role played by the
β3–β4 region in the folding of CI2 was recently reported by
Kmiecik and Kolinski through MC simulations of the high
resolution CABS lattice model [101]. By measuring the
frequency of native contact formation it was found that the
tertiary residual structure of the β3 − β4 hairpin persists at
the folding transition temperature, which demonstrates their
importance as key elements of TS stabilization.

4.3. Protein G

The B1 domain of streptococcal protein G, commonly referred
to as protein G, is a small chain with 56 residues arranged in an
α/β structure. It contains one α-helix packed against a four-
stranded β-sheet (figure 8). The N-terminal strands and the
first β turn (β1-turn1-β2) is generally termed hairpin 1, while
the C-terminal strands together with the second β-turn (β3-turn
2-β4) is termed hairpin 2.
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Figure 7. The nucleating regions of CI2 (1YPA.pdb) determined experimentally by φ-value analysis (left) and via MC simulation by the
‘restraints method’ (right). Beads indicate the Cα carbons of residues A16, L49 and I57. Residue A16, located in the α-helix, was considered
a key element in nucleation due to its high φexp = 1.1. Its interactions with residues L49 and I57 form the hydrophobic core and constitute the
FN. The role of A16 as a key element of TS stabilization was confirmed through in silico investigations [100], which revealed a considerably
high number (∼30) of native interactions established by A16 in the TS (50% of these interactions are established with other residues also
located in the α-helix and 13% are with L49 or I57). However, the same computational study also showed that β-strands 3 and 4 (highlighted
in light red/light grey) have a more determinant kinetic role in folding than the α-helix despite its lower average φexp-value. This figure was
drawn with PyMOL [86].

Figure 8. The native structure of protein G (1GBI.pdb) where the Cα carbons of the 10 residues with the φexp > 0.3 (Y3, I6, L7, A26, Q32,
Y45, D46, D47, T49, T51) are represented as beads. The three residues with highest φ values, located on the β3–β4 turn, are highlighted
(left). The FN determined via molecular simulation through a combination of the ‘restraints method’ with the Pfold analysis (right). The six
hydrophobic residues that constitute the computational FN are spread over the native fold: in hairpin 1 (Y3 and L5), in the α-helix (F30), and
in hairpin 2 (W43, Y45 and F52). Except for Y3 (φexp = 0.38), the other residues forming the FN have undetermined φexp or φexp � 0.3. This
figure was drawn with PyMOL [86].

Experimental investigations of the TS of protein G using
φ-value analysis have pointed out an important role played by
the residues located in the second hairpin in the stabilization of
the TS [102]. In particular, the φ-value analysis highlights the
role of residues D46 (φexp = 0.96), T49 (φexp =0.84) and D47
(φexp = 0.67).

While studying the folding mechanism of protein G
with the all-atom MC approach [54], Shakhnovich and
co-workers have recently pointed out that interpreting the
experimental φ value as the fraction of native interactions
established by an amino acid in the TS, is unable to uniquely
specify the TSE [97]. This conclusion came out of the
observation that conformations selected with the ‘restraints
method’ display a Pfold distribution that is strongly bimodal,
independently of the number of φexp values used as restraints.
In other words, conformations constrained by φexp do not
necessarily display Pfold = 0.5, and therefore are not
necessarily bona fide members of the TS. Thus, while the
‘restraints method’ provides a remarkably straightforward
process to construct a putative TSE for folding, a more accurate
TSE determination will always require the evaluation of the

folding probability, Pfold, of each constrained conformation. In
doing so, Shakhnovich and co-workers separated the putative
TSE of protein G into three ensembles of conformations: the
true TSE, containing conformations with 0.45 � Pfold � 0.55,
the pre-TS ensemble, with conformations having Pfold < 0.4,
and the post-TSE whose conformations have Pfold > 0.6.
The differential probability map (obtained from subtracting
the pre-TS from the post-TS probability map) shows that
hairpin 2—whose role as TS stabilizer is highlighted in φ-
value analysis—actually begins forming before the TSE and
hairpin 1 only starts developing at the TSE. Thus, at least
according to simulations, the formation of hairpin 2 is not the
rate-limiting step in folding. Indeed, what distinguishes TSE
conformations from pre-TS conformations is an FN formed by
six hydrophobic residues, namely L3 (φexp = 0.38) and Y5
(φexp undetermined), both located in hairpin 1, F30 (φexp =
0.05), located in the helix, and W43 (φexp undetermined),
Y45 (φexp = 0.3) and F52 (φexp = 0.19), all pertaining to
hairpin 2. Interestingly, this very result for the identification of
the FN was recently recapitulated by Kolinski and co-workers,
through a multiscale simulation approach based on the CABS
model [98].
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Figure 9. The native structure of the src-SH3 domain (1SRL.pdb) where the distal β-hairpin, a structural region of the protein formed by
β-strands 3 and 4, and by the type I β-turn is shown in blue (left). The residues with φexp > 0.5 are represented by spheres centred around the
respective Cα carbons. The FN determined via computer simulations (left) with the ‘restraints method’ (represented in dark red/grey) [82] and
the FN determined by using the maximum free energy as a criteria for locating the TS [83] (shown in light red/grey). This figure was drawn
with PyMOL [86].

All in all, the computational investigations—not only with
protein G but also with CI2—clearly suggest that a high φ
value does not necessarily translate the importance of a residue
for the folding TS, and that the recipe for identifying the FN
as the set of residues with highest φexp may not always hold.
The difficulty in using the experimentally determined φ values
to conclude about the microscopic structural features of the TS
is partly due to the fact that the φ value translates the ensemble
average of the folding ‘reaction’ that is not always simple,
but may involve several alternative routes to the native state.
Indeed, this may actually be the case of protein G for which
three folding pathways were recently observed in all-atom MC
simulations [96].

4.4. src-SH3 domain

The src-SH3 is an all-β-sheet protein domain with 64 amino
acids arranged in five anti-parallel β-sheets, orthogonally
packed to form a single hydrophobic core (figure 9).

The distribution of the experimentally determined φ

values reported by Baker and co-workers is suggestive of a
highly polarized TS [103]. Indeed, 9 out of the 12 residues
with φexp � 0.5 are located in the distal β-hairpin, a structural
region of the protein formed by β-strands 3 and 4, and by
the type I β-turn that links them together. This fragment of
the polypeptide chain, which extends between residues 43–
57, contains four residues with φexp ∼ 1 (A45, S47, T50 and
T51) that are clustered around the β-turn. The φ-value analysis
suggests that the distal β-hairpin is the most ordered structural
element in the TS of src-SH3, followed by the diverging turn
together with β-strand 2, which also contains two residues
with φexp � 0.5 (figure 9, left). The other regions of the
native structure display φexp values compatible with the protein
being either unstructured, or having very little amount of native
structure formed in the TS.

Folding simulations carried out by the same group, using
the ab initio folding method ROSETTA, revealed that the
most frequent contacts in conformations with fraction of native
contacts Q ∼ 0.5 are those forming the distal hairpin,

which supports the role of this substructural element as a TS
stabilizer [103].

A picture of the TS compatible with that obtained via the
φ-value analysis was reported by Clementi et al based on the
coarse-grained computational approach employed for CI2 [99].
A following study by Gsponer and Caflisch also confirmed
the picture of the TS obtained experimentally [104]. In their
investigation Gsponer and Caflisch used the ‘restraints method’
with 18 experimentally determined φ values, representative
of all the regions of the native fold. They selected 12
putative TS conformations from MD unfolding simulations of
a standard all-atom force field which was combined with an
implicit solvent representation. The evaluation of the folding
probability of six of these conformations confirmed a Pfold =
0.5 for four of them, and Pfold = 0.6 and Pfold = 0.4 for the
other two. This finding was taken as evidence that TS theory—
a basic pillar of φ-value analysis—is valid, at least in the case
of the src-SH3 domain. Interestingly, a finer analysis of the
structural features of the 12 selected conformations revealed
a significant number of non-native interactions established
by residues I34 (unknown φexp), N37 (unknown φexp) and
W43 (φexp = 0.15). Non-native interactions were also
found between the diverging turn, through residues E30
(φexp = 0.62), R31 (φexp = 0.23) and the distal hairpin,
through residues S47 (φexp = 0.95), L48(φexp = 0.72),
S49 (unknown φexp) and T50(φexp = 0.86). By studying
non-TS conformations, characterized for having no side-chain
interactions in the central β-strand (β2−β3−β4), it was found
that they were unable to fold fast, showing that in this case—
and contrary to CI2—the most kinetically relevant residues are
those located in the most structured region of the protein.

More recently, Shakhnovich and co-workers investigated
the nucleation mechanism of the src-SH3 domain by means
of the all-atom MC approach [82]. A putative TS for src-
SH3 was constructed via the ‘restraints method’ where 10
experimental high φ values (mainly from residues localized
on the β3–β4 hairpin) were used. The ensemble of putative
TS conformations thus found was subsequently refined by
calculating the folding probability of each conformation and
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Figure 10. The native structure of protein S6 (1RIS.pdb), where the residues with φexp > 0.3 are represented as spheres centred around their
Cα carbons. The three residues forming the experimentally determined FN are highlighted (left). The FN determined computationally via the
‘restraints method’ and Pfold analysis (right). This figure was drawn with PyMOL [86].

retaining only those for which 0.4 < Pfold < 0.6. Interestingly,
the average fraction of native contacts formed in these
conformations (Q = 0.17) as well as their high Cα root
mean square deviation (RMSD = 7.1 Å) are both indicative
of a TS which occurs early on during folding. The average
number of native contacts 〈N〉 established by each amino acid
in the more accurately determined representative of the TS was
evaluated, and the FN was defined as the set of amino acids
with higher 〈N〉. Naturally, the FN includes all the residues
whose φexp were used as restraints (L44, S47, L48, T50, Q52,
T53, Y55 and I56 together with E30 and L32). However, it
also includes residues W43 (φexp = 0.15), A45 (φexp =1.20)
and T51 (φexp = 1.06) as well as residues L24 (φexp = 0.26)
and F26 (φexp = 0.40), both from the RT loop. This FN of src-
SH3 is particularly interesting in that it is not prototypical with
regard to the hydrophobic content. Indeed, the protein’s large
hydrophobic residues are not localized in the nucleus but rather
in regions which are very little structured in the TS. These
observations are compatible with a folding mechanism where
hydrophobic collapse occurs after the TS is crossed, making it
a paradigm of a pure nucleation–condensation mechanism.

Finally, we refer to a study by Ding and co-workers where
a multiscale computational approach was used to explore the
TS of the src-SH3 domain [83]. In this investigation, instead
of using the ‘restraints method’, a putative TS ensemble was
constructed by selecting the highest free energy conformations
of a free energy surface generated by importance sampling
MD of a full atomistic solvated model. These conformations
were subsequently subjected to the Pfold analysis in order to
separate those with 0.4 < Pfold < 0.6, which form the
TS ensemble, from other spurious elements. However, due
to its very high computational cost, the Pfold evaluation was
carried out by means of discrete MD simulations of a coarse-
grained Gō model [105]. The FN was defined as the set
of residues involved in the contacts that exhibit ‘the most
dramatic changes between pre- and true-TS structures’, and
it differs significantly from that evaluated with the ‘restraints
method’. Namely, it is composed of residues F10 (φexp = 0.1),
V11 (φexp = 0.03) and A12 (φexp = 0.05), all located in
β-strand 1; residues G29 (φexp = 0.44), R31 (φexp = 0.23)
and L32 (φexp = 0.22), located in the diverging turn/β-
strand 2, and also V61 (φexp = −0.06), A62 (φexp = −0.02),
P63 (unknown φexp) and S64 (φexp = 0.14), all localized

in β-strand 5. Again, this result supports the idea that the
importance of a residue in the TS cannot be judged solely by
its φexp.

4.5. Protein S6

The ribosomal protein S6 from Thermus thermophilus is a 101-
residue long chain arranged in a four-stranded β-sheet packed
against two α-helices with a hydrophobic core (figure 10).

The TS of protein S6 was investigated by Oliveberg et al
[76] through φ-value analysis, which revealed a diffuse TS
with a uniform distribution of fractional φ values (<0.52)
and an FN centred around residues V6 (φexp = 0.52), I8
(φexp = 0.46) and I26 (φexp = 0.40). Thus, just like protein
CI2 that displays a similarly diffuse nucleation pattern, one
could expect protein S6 to be similarly robust against circular
permutation. Remarkably, a circular permutant construct,
termed P13-14, which cuts the protein backbone between
residues 13 and 14 was shown to display a nucleation pattern
substantially different from that of the WT protein. Indeed,
with the exception of residues V6 and I8, which are common
to both folding nuclei, the mutant shows a polarized FN
whose core is shifted towards residues L75 (φexp = 1.55),
V88 (φexp = 1.10) and V90 (φexp = 0.70), which were
considerably unstructured in the TS of the WT protein.

In a recent account Shakhnovich and collaborators have
applied the ‘restraints method’, in combination with the Pfold

analysis, to explore the TS of protein S6 [106]. In this study
the FN was defined as being the subset of long-range contacts
common to all conformations in the ensemble representative of
the TS. Together with residues V6, I8 and I26 this long-ranged
FN also includes residues Y4, L30, F60, V65, L75 and L79
(all with φexp < 0.4) and residues Y33 and L48 (both with
unknown φexp).

A subsequent study, involving a collaboration between the
Shakhnovich group and the Oliveberg laboratory, investigated
the TS and nucleation mechanism of five circular permutants
of protein S6 [107], including P13-14. A striking result
that came out from this investigation was the finding that the
same residues of the WT nucleus (especially Y33, F60 and
L75), although located at different positions in the sequence,
play a predominant role in the nucleation mechanism of
the mutants. What then explains the differences observed
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between the several nucleation patterns? A considerably
good anticorrelation (R = −0.78) was found between the
average loop length of the contacts established by a residue
and the corresponding change in the residue’s φexp value
upon circular permutation [108]. Accordingly, increased
sequence separation between interacting residues reduces their
contribution to the stability of the TS. Based on this premise it
was suggested that the WT FN is mainly altered by the extent to
which the sequence separation between its residues is changed
when linking the N- and C-termini of the protein [107].
However, the change in sequence separation is itself dependent
on the mutant’s native geometry, and more specifically on
its relative content in local and long-ranged contacts. If the
mutant’s content in local contacts is higher than that of the WT
protein (as in P13-14 and P68-69), then it is likely that part of
these less entropically costly contacts will be recruited to be
part of the mutant’s FN, leading to a pronounced change in the
nucleation pattern. If, in contrast, the mutant’s native geometry
is such that its content in long-ranged contacts is equal to or
higher than that of the WT protein, it is not at all clear that a
substitution (even if partial) of the WT FN will be energetically
advantageous [105, 109].

5. Summary and outlook

The folding kinetics of small, single-domain proteins is
remarkably well described by a simple single exponential
process. This observation suggests that protein folding rates
can be explained by TS theory (TST), developed by Eyring in
the 1930s for elementary chemical reactions. Accordingly, the
native state is separated from the unfolded ensemble by a free
energy barrier on the top of which stays the highly energetic TS
(TS). The nucleation mechanism of protein folding proposed
by Shakhnovich and co-workers in the 1990s has put forward
the idea that the folding TS corresponds to the formation of
a specific set of native contacts, termed folding nucleus (FN),
after which the native structure is achieved promptly. A great
many simulations of protein folding on the lattice have such
a microscopic definition of FN as the starting point and seek
for strategies to identify it. One such strategy is based on the
concept of folding probability Pfold—which is the equivalent
of the transmission coefficient in TST—and on the operational
definition of the TS as the ensemble of conformations with
Pfold = 0.5. The picture of nucleation that emerges from
lattice investigations is typically centred on the existence of a
single FN with microscopic heterogeneity where the non-local
contacts, associated with long-range interactions between the
amino acids, are dominant. The lattice model approach allows
the exploration of fundamental features of the nucleation
mechanism, such as the interplay between native geometry and
protein sequence in producing a certain nucleation pattern.

The vast majority of in silico investigations of nucleation
using off-lattice protein representations are based on a rather
different strategy to identify the FN, and have been largely
framed in studies of TS structure based on the use of φ-
value analysis. Indeed, the off-lattice simulations typically
use the experimental φ values as input data, and the classic
interpretation of the latter as a measure of the degree of

nativeness of a residue in the TS. Interestingly, this approach to
the study of the nucleation mechanism was deeply influenced
by the idea—originally proposed by Ferhst and co-workers
in their seminal study on the structure of the TS of CI2—
that the FN is the part of the native structure that is the most
well formed in the TS. This idea suggests the existence of
a correlation (or at least a relation) between the structure of
the TS—which is itself approximated by the φ value—and
the kinetic relevance of a residue. Such a relation between
structure and kinetics does not necessarily hold, as several
simulation studies have shown. Furthermore, simulation
studies based on the use of Pfold have also shown that
the classical structural interpretation of φ values does not
necessarily identify TS conformations, which may be due to
the complexity of the folding reaction and to the existence of a
large number of pathways leading to the native state.

Despite the difficulties associated with using and
interpreting φ values, it is clear that a more complete
picture of the folding mechanism has been achieved by
combining experimental and simulational data. The study of
the nucleation mechanism represents indeed a paradigmatic
example of the importance of molecular simulations as a
research tool that leads to a deeper understanding of a
process through the generation of new data complements
that obtained via real-world investigations. Nevertheless,
it would be interesting to carry out further explorations of
the nucleation mechanism of protein folding with off-lattice
simulations by using alternative approaches which do not
require the use of φexp-value data. For example, it would be
interesting to explore up to which extent coarse-grained off-
lattice simulations are able to capture the kinetic importance of
a residue by performing systematic mutations and measuring
the associated folding rate change. As far as we know this
was never explored before, at least systematically, and it could
give insight into the existence of nucleation phenomena in
a unbiased manner. In a step ahead it would also be very
interesting to compute the simulational φ values by adopting in
silico a procedure identical to that carried out in investigations
with real-world proteins.
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